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Abstract: Video surveillance systems (VSS), are used to gather the information about a crime, to check, prevent the crimes or investigate the crime that
have already taken place. Surveillance is defined as performing observations of a group or an individual The most common techniques for surveillance is
to store the concerned information. The stored visual footage is then recovered to its normal state by the authorized users. This paper proposes a
mechanism of masking where infiltration of privacy on videos is minimized. This paper aims for the security or ensuring the privacy of a particular moving
person or an object and provides the access to a limited extent only.
Index Terms:Surveillance, investigate, observations, techniques, Video system, masking, infiltration
——————————◆——————————

1. INTRODUCTION
It is very important to have a secured, safe and a protected
city with no compromise. Surveillance through video analytics
is unavoidable in crowded areas and sensitive areas which are
considered to be public the public places. It might be a
shopping complex, an airport or schools and colleges you
always need a monitoring system. So, the main challenge is to
ensure the privacy while monitoring the places. The collected
or recorded data is sent to the CCTV control department which
is supposed to supervise the appropriate device with certain
access rights. Video surveillance systems (VSS) are installed
in crowded areas (private buildings/organizations) to monitor
and acquire any secret information to increase the public
protection thereby preventing any violent crimes such as
kidnapping, robbery etc. The recorded visuals can be
accessed by the administrators only where there is a chance
of leakage of the personal identification information. Privacy
masking of videos and images are decrypted and are not
differential. The recorded visuals can be accessed by the
administrators only where there is a chance of leakage of the
personal identification information. Privacy masking of videos
and images are decrypted and are not differentialTo ensure
the privacy only some amount or only limited amount of the
recorded visuals should be left for the users to access. In this
study this is the proposed mechanism of masking.

certain unusual happenings eliminating the normal ones thus
increasing the efficiency, privacy and reliability.
2.1 PRIVACY MASKING DEVICE
Here the visual images are captured as frames. Now masking
of the one of the visual information is taken place in each
frame, now after masking the information which is masked is
stored in the frame as cluster.

2 MASKING TECHNIQUES
CCTVs are greatly in use these days. It has become the most
important element in any organization, industry etc. But the
major disadvantage is lack of privacy. It usually records
everything by default. So there should be some specific device
which captures or records

Masking device has
1. Filming module
2. Storage module
2.1. Flow Chart of Privacy Masking Device
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In Filming module, masking of each frame is done and
Storage module stores the masked information or images.
2.2 IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
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IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF THE PRIVACY
PROTECTION TECHNIQUE-FACE DETECTION
2.3 VIDEO MANIPULATION METHOD DEVICES
VSS is the device that helps in privacy protection usually
prevents infiltration. In case of law enforcement agencies the
process of masking is done through a receiver of control
signals. The operational status is compared with the regulatory
data of the cameras and check if they match or not.

Fig 2.2 Privacy Masking Device
2.3FACEDETECTIONENABLEDPRIVACYPROTECTION
TECHNIQUES
Here the main aim is to mask the faces of moving human for
privacy protection. This equipment consists of
Server: It stores series of the video images.
Extraction of the frames in a sequence

Fig 2.5 Flow Chart of Video Manipulation Techniques
If the matching is not done, the output will be a match failure. It
comprises of 3 modules
Storage module: The video images are stored here.
Interface module: It takes the input from the user as a signal.
Image processing module: Highly susceptible portions of the
video are masked.
The masked images are sent outside through a control unit.
Implementation results of the Video Manipulation Techniques
Fig: 2.3 Privacy Protection Technique-Face Detection
Extraction of the Object: Here it masks the faces that are in
the frame. These techniques automatically detect pedestrians
in a certain distance and also face in shorter distance.
Masking module: Provides authentication keys for accessing
the masked visual information

Fig. 2.3 Comparison of original and reconstructed images

Fig 2.6 Video Manipulation results
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3. PROPOSED MECHANISM OF MASKING THAT
MINIMIZES ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION
This proposed system can be used in various applications like
New and media, security monitoring and evidence
management.
3.1 MOTION DETECTION
Here new entering frame is taken and passed to the
background modeling for the purpose of differentiating the
pixels. Once these pixels are recognized, they are passed
through a 4 way and it clusters these pixels into blobs. If these
are small then they are considered as noise and ignored. They
pass through blob merging filter. Sometimes it is often that an
object breaking into multiple blobs for various reasons likes
noise, frame rate jitter. A filter merges these broken blobs have
been implemented which lie along the Y-axis and on the X-axis
projection of blob is examined overlapped projections of blobs
are merged into single blob.

ISSN 2277-8616

2) The occupancy of a blob
3) The COG (Center of Gravity) of the blob
4) Blob’s RGB pixel values
5) The past information of the blob.
6) Previous blob information.
To check the Center of Gravity of the incoming blobs:

bool Tracker :: doesInBlobMatchPerson(CBlobinBlob,
Person inPerson)
{
if(((inPerson.info.cog.y<=inBlob.ymax)&&
(inPerson.info.cog.y>=inBlob.ymin))
&&((inPerson.info.cog.x<=inBlob.xmax)&&
(inPerson.info.cog.x>=inBlob.xmin))) return true;
else return false;
The tracker matches the newly entering blobs and entries in
the list for each frame. This match is made by testing the
bounding box of the blob wraps the COG of candidate blob. In
case of matching, the information is stored and the updated by
the incoming blob. If it doesn’t match it is just left from the list.
The blob is thus placed to the list that is temporary. Based on
merge detector the entries are flagged as merged.

Fig 3.2 Tracking objects and persons
Fig 3.1 Proposed Architecture

MERGING

TRACKING
The tracker has 3 lists:
1. The Temporary list
2. The person and object list
3. Updating list
The recently entered subjects are holded by the temporary list.
The deposited objects are stored by the object list. The
persons entered are stored by the persons list.
These are the parameters in each entry list
1) Pixel range of X and Y in order to know the bounding
around a certain blob.

After the matching of the entries with incoming blobs is
perfomed
for (int i=1; i<numOfPerson; i++)
{
for (int j= i+1; j <numOfPerson; j++)
{
if(personList[i].info.matchedIncomingBlobId
==personList[j].info.matchIncomingBlobId )
{
personList[i].info.merge = true;
personList[j].info.merge = true;}
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level that he is allowed to and access exceeding this level is
almost impossible for the user. Hence it can be highlighted
that this mechanism is secure, efficient, and reliable, ensures
privacy and provides a strong restricted access to the user
who is not authorized. It can be applied to health care
systems, industries, organizations and many other areas
which are supposed to be maintained in a confidential way.
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Fig4.1 Flow Chart of Video Manipulation Method.
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